Hi-Fi Headphone Amplifier
Contributed by Richard Crowley
(Additional Notes by Rod Elliott)

This design for a headphone amplifier arose after the purchase of commercial equipment with separate pre and power amplifiers
without a headphone output.
It is based on designs for a headphone amplifier by John Linsley-Hood, and an active volume control, using a linear pot, by Doug Self
(the "pot" circuit was originally designed by P.J. Baxandall), both published in Electronics and Wireless World in recent years.
Its advantages are :•
•

low output impedance to drive several pairs of phones
the active gain stage is, almost, perfectly logarithmic
o
is independent of the absolute value of the pot
o
has excellent channel tracking
o
the O/P noise reduces with gain reduction.

The intention is to permanently insert it between pre and power amps although it can be used as a stand-alone item. The input relay
is operated by auxiliary contacts on the headphone sockets through a transistor driver (with a small delay) so as to mute the power
amp input when listening on headphones.
The relay contact arrangement enabling it (the headphone amp) to be left switched off when normally not in use. The relay is a high
quality, sealed, gold plated contact, TQ signal switching type, reputedly with a very long life expectancy.
The gain control being used to pre-set the gain so that the pre-amp s gain control is normally used for setting the listening level.

Figure 1 - The Headphone Amp Circuit

One channel only is shown, so two units are required for stereo. The gain control pot must be a dual-gang linear type, as the circuit
configuration provides the logarithmic law required. This is similar to the circuit shown in Project 01 (except that this version provides
a useful reduction of noise). A value of 47k or thereabouts should be fine in this circuit. Diodes should be 1N4148.
The first stage is a conventional series feedback circuit using the ubiquitous NE5534, the gain being set by the feedback AoT (adjust
on test) resistor to suit individual needs, this stage provides the necessary low impedance output for the variable gain stage. The
resistor/ capacitor networks around the input stage may seem a little extravagant, but are necessary to reduce any possible RF pickup
especially the 470 pF between the two IC + and - inputs.
The complete second stage consists of a zero gain follower, an inverting gain stage and the output emitter followers, the volume
control gain being set around these three stages. The x10 gain of the inverting stage gives the closest approach to a logarithmic
law, stability being ensured by the 27pf capacitor in this stage's feedback. The output complementary pair runs in Class-A at about 80
mA and should be mounted on a small heatsink.

Dissipation is about 1.8 Watts for each device, and they must be isolated from the heatsink with mica washers and mounting bushes
to prevent short-circuiting the power supply (the collectors are connected to the case). Make sure that heat-conducting paste is used,
or use "sil-pads" for mounting - these require no thermal compound and are very convenient for low power operation.

Figure 2 - Alternative Relay Driver, and Component Pinouts

The OPA2604 was chosen because its high, FET based, input impedance provides better DC conditions for setting the O/P at 0V DC
than the NE5532 alternative, its low output impedance has no problems in driving difficult loads, but it is still relatively cheap.
The power supply is a fairly conventional split variety, the regulated O/Ps feeding the ICs - note the decoupling arrangements - and the
22V pre-regulated supply feeding the O/P transistors, the relay supply being rectified and regulated separately for the necessary
isolation, separate signal and supply star earthing being essential.

Figure 3 - Power Supply

The output jack sockets, with independent changeover contacts, are obtainable from Maplin Electronics and have proved extremely
reliable over many years of regular use. If these are not obtainable a circuit is included for use with conventional break contact jack
sockets.
The LED series resistors will need to supply a current of about 10mA, so 1.5k should be used. Diodes for the supply should be
1N4004 or equivalent.
If desired, the 12V regulator may be dispensed with, and suitable value resistors placed in series with each relay coil to retain the
correct operating voltage. It is the constructor's responsibility to determine the value of these, as the relay current cannot be predicted
as there are so many different types available. Use of 15V relays is also possible, if available.
If this arrangement is used, a slight amount of noise may be introduced as the relay operates, because of the sudden application (or
removal) of the additional load. It is not expected that this would be a problem in use.

Note: Editor's notes are in blue.
My thanks to Richard for submitting this circuit - it is sure to provide a very high sound quality, and is not overly complex. The active
gain control (originally designed by Peter Baxandall) is very effective.
The schematics were supplied by Richard (hence the fact that they look completely different from mine), and were converted to GIF
format, and line connection dots were added.
For the benefit of those who may be unfamiliar with the electrolytic capacitor symbols shown, the positive is the white "box", and
negative is solid. Note that 4R7 means 4.7 ohms - R is used in place of the Omega symbol.
As always, resistors should be 1% metal film types for all signal paths. Their use in the power supply and relay circuits is not
necessary, but will not do any harm, either.

